Section: In regard to Power Hour...

1. Faculty/Staff?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision (neither like, nor dislike)

2. Do you like PH?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision

3. How do you use PH?
   - I: 1. supervise clubs
     2. hold office hours
     3. use it for class planning or other official PKY business
     4. chill
     5. Other: Text Entry

4. Do more students show up for academic help since PH started?
   - Yes
   - Maybe
   - No
   - How is this measured?

5. What about non-academic help?

6. Do more students show up for academic help since PH started?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision

7. Do you like PH?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision

Section: In regard to A/B Scheduling

6. Do you like A/B?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision

Section: In regard to Early Dismissal

7. Do you like Early Dismissal?
   - Yes
   - No
   - No Decision

Didn’t configure these questions or sections below.
Waiting for results of SAC October Meeting

1. Do teachers still hold office hours after school?
2. Are number of students showing up the same, higher, lower than at PH?
3. Are numbers of students showing up the same, higher, lower than after school attendance last year.
4. Does Early Dismissal Wednesday giving you (teachers) more collaboration time?
5. Has A/B or Early Dismissal impacted your teaching style – yes, no, comments (how)?
6. Has meeting only 2 days/week impacted students’ performance – yes, no, maybe, comments (how)?